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Theoretial Interest in B-Meson Physis at the B Fatories,Tevatron and the LHC�Ahmed AliDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Hamburg, GermanyE-mail: ahmed.ali�desy.deWe review the salient features of B-meson physis, with partiular emphasison the measurements arried out at the B-fatories and Tevatron, theoreti-al progress in understanding these measurements in the ontext of the stan-dard model, and antiipation at the LHC. Topis disussed spei�ally are theurrent status of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, the CP-violatingphases, rare radiative and semileptoni deays, and some seleted non-leptonitwo-body deays of the B mesons.1. IntrodutionThe two B-meson fatories operating at the KEK and SLAC e+e� storagerings have outperformed their projeted luminosities and have produeda wealth of data on the proess e+e� ! �(4S) ! B �B, with subsequentweak deays of the B and �B mesons. The exlusivity of the �nal state, theasymmetri beam energies and the large statistis olleted at the �(4S)(O(109)B �B events) have led to a number of impressive and quantitativeresults, whih inlude, among other measurements, preise determinationof the weak mixing (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa CKM 1; 2) matrix ele-ments jVbj and jVubj 3, a large number of CP-violating asymmetries inexlusive deays of the B mesons 4, and rare radiative and semileptoni de-ays (implying avor hanging neutral urrent FCNC transitions) involvingthe B0 and B+ mesons and their harge onjugates 5. Reently, Belle ol-laboration have published a number of interesting results on the deays of�Invited Talk, International Symposium on Contemporary Physis, National Centre forPhysis, Islamabad, Pakistan (Marh 26-30, 2007); to be published in the symposiumproeedings.
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2the Bs-meson highlighted by the �rst measurement of the radiative penguindeay Bs ! � 6. This is the SU(3)-ounterpart to the muh elebrateddeay B ! K�, �rst measured by CLEO and further onsolidated by theBABAR and BELLE ollaborations 7.The two B-meson fatories are not the only players urrently ative inthe study of B-meson physis. In fat, b-physis is the main bene�iary ofthe upgrade program at the high energy proton-antiproton ollider Tevatronat Fermilab. Sine this upgrade, physis news from Fermilab are dominatedby the ahievements in the b-quark setor. We have seen very impressiveand seminal results in this �eld by the two Fermilab experiments CDF andD0, inluding the landmark measurement of the B0s - B0s -mixing induedmass di�erene �MBs 8; 9 and the �rst result on diret CP violation inthe Bs-meson setor ACP(B0s ! K+��) 10; 11. These experiments haveestablished (if any proof was needed) that utting edge avor physis isdone also at hadron mahines. In all likelihood, this suess story of thehadron mahines will be set forth at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC),ommissioned to operate in 2008 at CERN. In partiular, the experimentLHCb 12, dediated to preision measurements of the physis of the entirefamily of B-mesons (B0, B+, B0s , B+ , their harged onjugated states,and exited states) and �b baryons (inluding the entire baryon spetrumontaining at least one b-quark), will greatly broaden our knowledge of boththe spetrosopi and dynamial aspets of b-physis. The other two LHCexperiments ATLAS and CMS will also ontribute to b physis.In this talk, I will briey review the highlights of the measurements al-ready aomplished, making ontats with theoretial expetations in thestandard model (SM). The topis disussed are: (i) an update of the CKMmatrix, with emphasis on the matrix elements in the third row and thethird olumn of VCKM from diret deays (whih determine jVbj; jVubj andjVtbj), and from indued transitions involving the mass di�erenes �MBd ,�MBs and the eletromagneti penguin deays b ! (s; d) (whih deter-mine the matrix elements jVtdj and jVtsj) (ii) measurements of the CP-violating phases �, � and  from exlusive B-deays, and (iii) radiative,semileptoni and leptoni rare B-deays, a �eld whih has reeived a lot oftheoretial attention both in the ontext of the SM and in extensions of it.Muh more detailed disussions of these topis an be found in the originalliterature ited below, in the reviews, suh as the Review of Partile Prop-erties by the Partile Data Group 13, and in the proeedings of the topialworkshops on avor physis 14.



32. Status of the CKM MatrixThe CKM matrix is written below in the Wolfenstein parameterization 15in terms of the four parameters A; �; �; �:VCKM � 0B� 1� 12�2 � A�3 (�� i�)��(1 + iA2�4�) 1� 12�2 A�2A�3 (1� �� i�) �A�2 �1 + i�2�� 1 1CA : (1)Antiipating preision data, a perturbatively improved version 16 of theWolfenstein parameterization will be used below with �� = �(1��2=2); �� =�(1� �2=2). (��; ��)
(0; 0) (1; 0)Rb Rt� �
��

��Fig. 1. The unitarity triangle with unit base in the �� - �� plane.Unitarity of the CKM matrix implies six relations, of whih the oneresulting from the equation VudV �ub + VdV �b + VtdV �tb = 0 is the prinipalfous of the urrent experiments in B-deays. This is a triangle relation inthe omplex plane (i.e. ��{�� spae), and the three angles of this triangle arealled �, � and , with the BELLE onvention being �1 = �, �2 = � and�3 =  (see Fig.1). The unitarity relation in disussion an also be writtenas Rbei +Rte�i� = 1 ; (2)where Rb = �1� �22 � 1� ���VubVb ��� = p��2 + ��2 and Rt = 1� ���VtdVb ��� =p(1� ��)2 + ��2. Thus, preise determination of jVbj, jVubj and jVtdj and thethree CP-violating phases �, �,  is ruial in testing the CKM paradigm.In this setion, we mainly review the urrent status of the CKM matrixelements in the third row and the third olumn, namely Vub; Vb; Vtd; Vts



4and Vtb. The other four CKM matrix elements, Vud; Vus; Vd and Vs aredisussed in 13; 3, from where we quote the urrent best measurements.� Vud is obtained from the nulear �-deay of the (super-allowed)O+ ! O+ transitions 17; 18, yielding: Vud = 0:97377(27).� Vus is obtained from the K`3 deays and hiral perturbation theory,yielding Vus = 0:22535� 0:00116. In getting this, the Leutwyler-Roos value for the form fator f+(0) = 0:961� 0:008 19 has beenused. This is to be ontrasted with the value, Vus = � = 0:2265(7),obtained from the unitarity ondition on the �rst row of the CKMmatrix and the input value for Vud given above. They are in goodagreement with eah other, providing a preision test of the uni-tarity of the �rst row of VCKM.� Vs is obtained from the deay D ! Ke�e and the Lattie-QCDresult for the D ! K form fator 20, yielding jVsj = 0:996 �0:008� 0:015� 0:104, where the �rst two errors are experimentaland the third (dominant) error is from theory.� Despite impressive progress in the measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed D-meson deays and Lattie-QCD, the determinationof Vd is still dominated by the neutrino-nuleon prodution of theharm quark, yielding: jVdj = 0:230 � 0:011 13. Within errors,jVdj = jVusj, as antiipated from eq. (1).2.1. Current determinations of jVbj and jVubjDeterminations of jVbj are based on the semileptoni deay b ! `�`.This transition an be measured either inlusively through the proessB ! X`�`, where X is a hadroni state with a net -quantum num-ber, or exlusively, suh as the deays B ! (D;D�)`�`. In either ase,intimate knowledge of QCD is required to go from the partoni proess tothe hadroni states. The fat that mb � �QCD has led to novel appliationsof QCD in whih heavy quark expansion (HQE) plays a entral role 21 andthe underlying theory is termed as HQET.2.1.1. jVbj from the deays B ! X ` �`Conentrating �rst on the inlusive deays, the semileptoni deay rate anbe alulated as a power series� = �0 + 1mb�1 + 1m2b �2 + 1m3b �3 + :::; (3)



5where eah �i is a perturbation series in �s(mb), the QCD oupling onstantat the sale mb. Here �0 is the deay width of a free b-quark, whih givesthe parton-model result. The oeÆient of the leading power orretion �1is absent 22, and the e�et of the 1=m2b orretion is olleted in �2, whihan be expressed in terms of two non-perturbative parameters alled �1 -kineti energy of the b-quark - and �2 - its hromomagneti moment. Thesequantities, also alled �2� and �2G, respetively, in the literature, are de�nedin terms of the following matrix elements 23; 24; 25; 26:2MB�1 � hB(v)j �Qv(iD)2QvjB(v)i; (4)6MB�2 � hB(v)j �Qv��� [iD�; iD� ℄QvjB(v)i ;where D� is the ovariant derivative and heavy quark �elds are harater-ized by the 4-veloity, v. At O(�3QCD=m3b), six new matrix elements enterin �3, usually denoted by �1;2 and T1;2;3;4.Data have been analyzed in the theoretial auray in whih orre-tions up to O(�2s�0), O(�s�QCD=mb) and O(�3QCD=m3b) are taken intoaount 27; 28, with �0 being the lowest order oeÆient in the expansionof the QCD �-funtion. In addition to the other parameters, a quark masssheme has to be spei�ed. Bauer et al. 27 have arried out a omprehen-sive study of the sheme dependene using �ve quark mass shemes: 1S,PS, MS, kinemati, and the pole mass.To extrat the value of jVbj and other �t parameters, three di�er-ent distributions, namely the harged lepton energy spetrum and thehadroni invariant mass spetrum in B ! X`��`, and the photon en-ergy spetrum in B ! Xs have been studied. Theoretial analyses arearried out in terms of the moments. De�ning the integral Rn(Eut; �) �REut dE`(E` � �)nd�=dE`, where Eut is a lower ut on the harged lep-ton energy, moments of the lepton energy spetrum are given by hEǹi =Rn(Eut; 0)=R0(Eut; 0). For the B ! X`��` hadroni invariant mass spe-trum, the moments are de�ned likewise with the uto� Eut. Analyses ofthe data along these lines have been presented by a large number of experi-ments. For a summary and referenes to the original literature, see HFAG 7.The global �t of the world data in the so-alled 1S-sheme for the b-quark mass undertaken by Bauer et al. 27 leads to the following �t valuesfor jVbj and m1Sb : jVbj = (41:78� 0:30� 0:08�B)� 10�3;m1Sb = (4:701� 0:030)GeV: (5)The BABAR ollaboration have studied the dependene of the lepton and



6hadron moments on the uto� Eut and ompared their measurements withthe theoretial alulation by Gambino and Uraltsev 28 using the so-alledkinemati sheme for the b-quark mass mkinb (�), renormalized at the sale� = 1 GeV. Agreement between experiment and theory allows to determinethe �t parameters in this sheme with the results 7:jVbj = (41:91� 0:19exp � 0:28HQE � 0:59�sl) � 10�3;mb (1GeV) = (4:613� 0:022exp � 0:027HQE) GeV;m (1GeV) = (1:187� 0:033exp � 0:040HQE) GeV : (6)The two analyses (5) and (6) are in exellent agreement with eah other.The ahieved auray ÆjVbj=jVbj ' 2% is impressive, and the preisionon mb is also remarkable, Æmb=mb = O(10�3), with a similar preisionobtained on the mass di�erene mb �m.2.2. jVbj from B ! (D;D�)`�` deaysThe lassi appliation of HQET in heavy ! heavy deays is in the deayB ! D�`�`. The di�erential distribution in the variable !(= vB :vD�),where vB(vD�) is the four-veloity of the B(D�)-meson, is given byd�d! = G2F4�3 jVbj2m3D� (mB �mD�)2 �!2 � 1�1=2 G(!) jF(!)j2 ;where G(!) is a phase spae fator with G(1) = 1, and F(!) is the Isgur{Wise (IW) funtion 29 with the normalization at the symmetry pointF(1) = 1. Leading �QCD=mb orretions in F(1) are absent due to Luke'stheorem 30. Theoretial issues are the preise determination of the seondorder power orretion to F(! = 1), the slope �2 and the urvature  of theIW-funtion: F(!) = F(1) �1� �2 (! � 1) +  (! � 1)2 + :::� :Bounds on �2 have been obtained by Bjorken 31 and Uraltsev 32, whihan be ombined to yield �2 > 3=4. Likewise, bounds on the seond (andhigher) derivatives of the IW-funtion have been worked out by the Orsaygroup 33, yielding  > 15=32. Apparently, the data sets used in this analysisdi�er signi�antly from experiment to experiment, resulting in onsiderabledispersion in the values of F(1)jVbj and �2 and hene in a large �2 of theombined �t, summarized by HFAG 7:F(1)jVbj = (35:89� 0:56)� 10�3 ; (7)�2 = 1:23� 0:05 (�2 = 37:8=17; CL = 0:026):



7To onvert this into a value of jVbj, we need to know F(1). In terms of theperturbative (QED and QCD) and non-perturbative (leading Æ1=m2 andsub-leading Æ1=m3) orretions, F(1) an be expressed as follows:F(1) = �A �1 + Æ1=m2 + Æ1=m3� ; (8)where �A is the perturbative renormalization of the IW-funtion, knownin the meanwhile to three loops 34. One- and two-loop orretions yield�A ' 0:933 and the O(�3s) ontribution amounts to �(3)A = �0:005. ALattie-QCD alulation in the quenhed approximation yields 35 F(1) =0:919+0:030�0:035, whih is now being reevaluated with dynamial quarks. Takinginto aount this theoretial input, the value quoted at the Lepton-Photon-2007 Symposium is 3:jVbjB!D�`�` = (39:1� 0:65exp � 1:4theo)� 10�3: (9)The resulting value of jVbj is in exellent agreement with the ones given in(5) and (6) obtained from the inlusive deays.2.3. jVubj from the deays B ! Xu`�`HQET tehniques allow to alulate the inlusive deay rate B ! Xu`�`rather aurately. However, the experimental problem in measuring thistransition lies in the huge bakground from the dominant deays B !X`�` whih an be brought under ontrol only through severe uts onthe kinematis. For example, these uts are imposed on the lepton energy,demanding E` > (m2B �m2D)=2mB , and/or the momentum transfer to thelepton pair q2 restriting it below a threshold value q2 < q2max, and/orthe hadron mass reoiling against the leptons, whih is required to satisfymX < mD. With these uts, the phase spae of the deay B ! Xu`�` isgreatly redued. A bigger problem is enountered in the end-point region(also alled the shape funtion region), where the leading power orretionis no longer 1=m2b but rather 1=mb�QCD, slowing the onvergene of theexpansion. Moreover, in the region of energeti leptons with low invariantmass hadroni states, the di�erential rate is sensitive to the details of theshape funtion f(k+) 36, where k+ = k0 + k3 with k� � O(�QCD).The need to know f(k+) an be irumvented to a large extent by doinga ombined analysis of the data on B ! Xu`�` and B ! Xs. Using theoperator produt expansion (OPE) to alulate the photon energy spe-trum in the inlusive deay B ! Xs, the leading terms in the spetrum(negleting the bremsstrahlung orretions) an be re-summed into a shape



8funtion 37: d�sdx = G2F�m5b32�4 jVtsV �tbj2 jCe�7 j2 f(1� x) ; (10)where x = 2Emb , and Ce�7 is an e�etive Wilson oeÆient, haraterizing thestrength of the eletromagneti dipole operator. In the leading order, E`-and MXu -spetra in B ! Xu`�` are also governed by f(x). Thus, f(x) anbe measured in B ! Xs and used in the analysis of data in B ! Xu`�`.Following this argument, a useful relation emerges 38; 39; 40j VubVtbV �ts j = �3�� jCe�7 j2�u(E)�s(E)� 12 (1 + Æ(E)) ; (11)where �u(E) � Z mB=2E dE` d�udE` ;�s(E) � 2mb Z mB=2E dE(E �E) d�sdE ; (12)and Æ(E) inorporates the sub-leading terms in O(�QCD=mb), whih anonly be modeled at present. In addition, there are perturbative orretionsto the spetra and in the relation (11) 37; 41; 38.The other strategy is to extend the measurements of the inlusive deayB ! Xu`+�` to the kinemati regions whih are reahable by the deayB ! X`+�`, thus enlarging the region where the light-one momentumomponent satis�es P+ � EX � j~PX j � �QCD, obviating the need to knowthe shape funtion. Both these methods have been used in the determina-tion of jVubj, summarized below.� Determination of jVubj using the ombined uts on the variables mXand q2 following the suggestion by Bauer, Ligeti and Luke (BLL) 42. Takingthe HQE parameter input from the analysis of the deay B ! X`�` andB ! Xs, HFAG 7 quotes an average value jVubj(BLL) = (4:83 � 0:24 �0:37) � 10�3, using the b-quark mass mb(1S) = (4:70 � 0:03) GeV in theso-alled 1S-sheme.� Determination of jVubj from a fully di�erential deay rate forB ! Xu`�` based on the soft ollinear e�etive theory (SCET) teh-niques 43; 44; 45; 46, hereinafter alled the Bosh-Lange-Neubert-Paz(BLNP) approah 47. The three independent kinemati variables are ho-sen to be: P` =MB�2E`, P� = EX+j~PX j, and P+ = EX�j~PX j, where P�are the light-one omponents of the hadroni �nal-state momentum alongthe jet diretion, EX is the jet energy, ~PX is the jet momentum, and E` is



9the harged-lepton energy. In terms of these variables, the triple di�erentialdistribution is:d3�dP+dP�dP` = G2F jVubj216�2 (MB � P+) f(P� + P+)(MB � P� + P` � P+)F 1+(MB � P�)(P� � P+)F2 + (P� � P`)(P` � P+)F3g : (13)The \struture funtions" Fi an be expressed as produt of the hard (per-turbatively alulable) oeÆient and a jet funtion, whih are onvolutedwith the soft light-one distribution funtions, the shape funtions of theB meson. SCET allows to separate the two sales here, namely �h � mband �i � pmb�QCD and enables to sum large logarithms involving thetwo sales �h and �i. The dependene on the subleading shape funtions isstudied by taking several models. Fixing the HQE parameters (in the so-alled shape funtion sheme) to the values mb(SF) = (4:63 � 0:06) GeV,�2�(SF) = (0:18�0:06) GeV2, and the exponential form for the shape fun-tion, HFAG 7 quotes jVubj = (4:31 � 0:17 � 0:35) � 10�3 in the BLNPapproah.� Determination of jVubj using the so-alled Dressed Gluon Exponen-tiation (DGE) advoated by Andersen and Gardi 48. The basi assump-tion of this approah is that properly de�ned quark distribution in an on-shell heavy quark provides a good approximation to the distribution inthe meson. The problemati small hadroni mass MXu region in the deayB ! Xu`+�` is haraterized by a large hierarhy in the ratio p+j =p�j � 1involving the partoni light-one oordinates p+j � p�j � mb. De�ning themoments n with respet to the powers of 1� p+j =p�j , the region of small p+jis probed by high moments n!1, giving rise to the Sudakov logarithmslnn. Infrared sensitivity appears in the moment-spae Sudakov exponentsthrough infrared renormalons, leading to the divergene of the (higher or-der perturbative) series in the Sudakov exponent. However, the leadinginfrared renormalon ambiguity anels exatly against the pole-mass renor-malon ambiguity, whih enters as a kinemati fator in the di�erentialdeay width, making the on-shell perturbative alulation diretly appli-able for the phenomenology. This approah, applied to the data yields 7jVubj = (4:34�0:16�0:25)�10�3 for the input valuemb( �mb) = (4:20�0:07)GeV.Thus, the three theoretial approahes used in the determination of jVubjfrom the inlusive deays B ! Xu`�` give very onsistent values.



102.4. jVubj from exlusive deaysjVubj has also been determined from the exlusive deays B ! �`�`. The-oretial auray is limited by the impreise knowledge of the form fa-tors. A number of theoretial tehniques has been used to determine them.These inlude, among others, Light-one QCD sum rules 49, Quenhed- andUnquenhed-Lattie QCD simulations 50; 51; 52. HFAG quotes the follow-ing extrated values of jVubj using the full q2-range for the form fators (inunits of 10�3) 7:jVubj = 3:43� 0:10+0:67�0:42 (LCSR: Ball-Zwiky49);jVubj = 3:17� 0:10+0:77�0:48 (Lattie: HPQCD50);jVubj = 3:82� 0:12+0:88�0:52 (Lattie: FNAL51);jVubj = 3:61� 0:11+1:11�0:57 (Lattie: APE52).These values of jVubj from the exlusive deays (typially 3:5�10�3) aresmaller than the ones extrated from the inlusive measurements (typially4:3 � 10�3). This mismath is a mild irritant, waiting for its resolutionthrough progress in Lattie-QCD and more B-fatory data.To redue the form-fator related unertainties in extrating jVubj fromexlusive deays B ! (�; �)`�`, input from the rare B-deays B !(K;K�)`+`� and HQET may be helpful. A proposal along these lines isthe so-alled Grinstein's double ratio whih would determine jVubj=jVtbV �tsjfrom the end-point region of exlusive rare B-meson deays 53. To arry outthis program one has to measure four distributions in the deays B ! �`�`,B ! K�`+`�, and D ! (�;K�)`�`. With the help of this data and HQET,the ratio of the CKM fators jVubj=jVtbV �tsj an be determined through thedouble ratio �( �B ! �`�)�( �B ! K�`+`�) �(D ! K�`�)�(D ! �`�) : (14)At the B fatories, one expets enough data on these deays to allow a 10%determination of jVubj from exlusive deays.3. Status of the Third Row of VCKMFCNC transitions b ! s and b ! d (as well as s ! d) give informationon the third row of the CKM matrix VCKM and allow to searh for physisbeyond the SM. In the SM these transitions are generally dominated bythe (virtual) top quark ontributions giving rise to the dependene on thematrix elements jV �tbVtsj (for b ! s transitions) and jV �tbVtdj (for b ! dtransitions). Of these, only the matrix element jVtbj has been measured bya tree proess t!Wb at the Tevatron through the ratio



11Rtb � B(t!Wb)B(t!Wq) = jVtbj2jVtdj2 + jVtsj2 + jVtbj2 : (15)The urrent measurements yield 54: Rtb = 1:12+0:21�0:19(stat)+0:17�0:13(syst), yield-ing Rtb > 0:61 (at 95% C.L.), whih in turn gives jVtbj > 0:78 at 95% C.L..Preision on the diret measurement of jVtbj is rather modest (unitaritygives jVtbj ' 0:9992.), whih will be greatly improved, in partiular, at aLinear Collider 55, but also at the LHC. The orresponding measurementsof jVtsj and jVtdj from the tree proesses are not on the ards. These matrixelements are determined by (loop) indued proesses disussed below.3.1. Status of jVtdjThe urrent best measurement of jVtdj omes from �MBd , the mass di�er-ene between the two mass eigenstates of the B0d - B0d omplex. This hasbeen measured in a number of experiments and is known to an auray of� 1%; the urrent world average is 7 �MBd = 0:507� 0:005 (ps)�1.In the SM, �MBd and its ounterpart �MBs , the mass di�erene inthe B0s - B0s system, are alulated by box diagrams, dominated by theWt loop. Sine (MW ;mt) � mb, �MBd is governed by the short-distanephysis. The expression for �MBd taking into aount the perturbative-QCD orretions reads as follows 56�MBd = G2F6�2 �̂B jVtdV �tbj2MBd (f2BdB̂Bd)M2W S0(xt) : (16)The quantity �̂B is the next-to-leading log (NLL) perturbative QCD renor-malization of the matrix element of the (j�Bj = 2;�Q = 0) four-quarkoperator, whose value is �̂B = 0:55 � 0:01 57; xt = m2t=M2W andS0(xt) = xtf2(xt) is an Inami-Lim funtion 58, withf2(x) = 14 + 94 1(1� x) � 32 1(1� x)2 � 32 x2 lnx(1� x)3 : (17)The quantity f2BdB̂Bd enters through the hadroni matrix element of thefour-quark box operator, de�ned as:h �B0q j(�b�(1� 5)q)2jB0q i � 83f2BqBBqM2Bq ; (18)with Bq = Bd or Bs. With �MBd and �̂B known to a high auray, and theurrent value of the top quark mass, de�ned in the MS sheme, �mt(mt) =(162:3�2:2) GeV, leading to S0(xt) = 2:29(5), i.e., ÆS0(xt)=S0(xt) ' 2:5%,



12the ombined error from these soures is a few perent. This is ompletelynegligible in omparison with the urrent theoretial unertainty on thematrix element fBdqB̂Bd . For example, O(�s)-improved alulations in theQCD sum rule approah yield fBd = (210�19)MeV 59 and fBd = (206�20)MeV 60, whereas BBd in the MS sheme in this approah is estimated as 61BBd = 1 to within 10%, yielding for the renormalization group invariantquantity B̂Bd ' 1:46, and an auray of about �15% on fBdqB̂Bd . Lattiealulations for fBdqB̂Bd are unertain due to the hiral extrapolation.Taking this into aount, the urrent unquenhed lattie QCD alulationsfrom the JLQCD and HPQCD Collaborations yield 62; 63fBdqB̂Bd = (244� 11� 24) MeV ; (19)where the �rst error is statistial, and the seond ombines the unertaintyfrom hiral extrapolation and other systemati errors. Using jVtbj = 1, thisyields 64 jVtdj = (7:4� 0:8)� 10�3 : (20)3.2. Present status of jVtsjThe quantity whih urrently provides the best determination of jVtsj is�MBs , measured by D0 and CDF, with the CDF measurement being morepreise �MBs = (17:77� 0:10� 0:07) (ps)�1 11. The expression for �MBsin the SM an be obtained from the one for �MBd (16) by the replaements:MBd ! MBs , (f2BdB̂Bd) ! (f2BsB̂Bs), and, most importantly, Vtd ! Vts.Using the reent Lattie-QCD result fBsqB̂Bs = (281 � 21) MeV fromthe HPQCD ollaboration 65 allows to determine jVtsj from �MBs witha preision of about 10%, omparable to the preision on jVtdj in eq. (20).This is not ompetitive with the indiret estimate of this matrix elementfrom the CKM unitarity, whih yields Vts ' �Vb = �4:1(1)� 10�2.The ompatibility of the SM with the measured value of �MBs is usuallytested by taking the value of Vts from the unitarity �ts, the measured valueof mt, and the Lattie-QCD value for fBsqB̂Bs . Following this reasoning,the Lattie-HPQCD ollaboration estimates �MBs(SM) = (20:3�3:0�0:8)(ps)�1 65. The orresponding estimate from the UT�t is �MBs(SM) =(20:9 � 2:6) (ps)�1 66 and the CKM�tter yields �MBs(SM) = (21:7+5:9�4:2)(ps)�1 67. Thus, the experimental measurement of �MBs is typially about



131� below the SM estimates, with �Ms(expt)=�Ms(SM) = 0:88� 0:13 65,0:85� 0:10 66 and 0:88� 0:20 67.Possible impliations of the CDF measurement of �MBs have beenstudied in several papers 68; 69; 70; 71; 66. Perhaps, it is to the point tomention here that a value of �MBs ' 18 (ps)�1 was also hinted by theLEP data with the entral value being 17:7 (ps)�1. Antiipating this, theonsequenes of an eventual measurement of �MBs around this value wereworked out some eight years ago 72 for the parameters of the SM andthe minimal avor-violating supersymmetry 73. It was emphasized that ameasurement of �MBs around this value would on�rm the SM. The CDFmeasurement of �MBs is very preise, and our knowledge of the CKMparameters and the non-perturbative quantities has in the meanwhile alsoimproved, as disussed in this report. However, the bottom line remains thesame, namely that the SM has passed this ruial test omfortably.The ratio of the mass di�erenes �MBd=�MBs , now measured verypreisely, an be used to onstrain the CKM ratio jVtdj=jVtsj using the SMrelation 74: �MBs�MBd = � MBsMBd jV �tbVtsj2jV �tbVtdj2 ; (21)where � � fBsqB̂Bs=fBdqB̂Bd . Theoretial unertainty in � in the LattieQCD approah is arguably smaller ompared to the one in fBsqB̂Bs , as inthe SU(3) limit � = 1, and the unertainty is atually in the SU(3)-breakingorretions. Current estimate in the unquenhed lattie alulations of �is 64 � = 1:21+0:047�0:035, whih yields 11jVtd=Vtsj = 0:2060� 0:0007(exp)+0:008�0:006(th): (22)This is by far the best measurement of this CKM ratio, and it provides anon-trivial onstraint on the allowed pro�le of the unitarity triangle. Com-bining eqs. (22) and (20) yields jVtsj = (36 � 4) � 10�3 with the errordominated by theory. This ompletes our review of the CKM matrix ele-ments Vij .4. Radiative and Semileptoni Rare B DeaysTwo inlusive rare B-deays of urrent experimental interest are B ! Xsand B ! Xsl+l�, where Xs is any harmless hadroni state with thestrangeness quantum number s = 1. They probe the SM in the ele-troweak b ! s penguin setor. The CKM-suppressed deays B ! Xd



14and B ! Xdl+l� are diÆult to measure due to low rates and formidablebakgrounds. Instead, the searh for B ! Xd deay has been arriedout in the exlusive deay modes B ! (�; !). Combined with the deayB ! K�, these deays provide onstraints on the CKM parameters. TheCKM-suppressed deays B ! (�; �; !)`+`� have not yet been measured.We review some of these rare B-deays in the ontext of the SM.4.1. B ! Xs: SM vs. ExperimentsThe e�etive Lagrangian for the deays B ! Xs obtained by integratingout the top quark and the heavy eletroweak bosons reads as follows in theSM: Le� = 4GFp2 V �tsVtb 8Xi=1 Ci(�)Qi : (23)In writing this, unitarity of the CKM matrix has been used and the termproportional to the small matrix elements V �usVub has been ignored. Theomplete list of operators and their Wilson oeÆients in the NNLO ap-proximation evaluated at the sale � = mb an be seen elsewhere 75.The dominant four-quark operators Q1 and Q2 areQ1 = (�s )V�A (� b)V�A; Q2 = (�sij)V�A (�jbi)V�A; (24)and the eletromagneti and hromomagneti penguin operators Q7 andQ8 areQ7 = �emb(�)8�2 (�s ��� [1 + 5℄ b)F�� ; Q8 = �gmb(�)8�2 (�s ��� [1 + 5℄T a b)Ga�� :(25)The fator mb(�) is the MS mass of the b quark. QCD-improved alula-tions in the e�etive theory require three steps (for a review see 76):(i) Mathing Ci(�0) (�0 � MW ;mt): They have been alulated up tothree loops 77; 78. The three-loop mathing is found to have less than 2%e�et on B(B ! Xs) 78.(ii) Operator mixing: This involves alulation of the anomalous dimen-sion matrix, whih is expanded in �s(�). The anomalous dimensions up to�2s(�) are known 79 sine a deade, and the �3s(�) alulations have beenompleted reently in a series of papers 80; 81; 82.(iii) Matrix elements hOii(�b) (�b � mb): The �rst two terms in the ex-pansion in �s(�b) are known sine long 83. Exat results to O(�2s) wereobtained for Q7 in 84; 85 and for Q8 in 86. For Q1 the virtual orretions



15at O(�s) were alulated in 83; 87; 88, but those at O(�2s) are known onlyin the large-�0 limit 89. A alulation that goes beyond this approximationby employing an interpolation in the harm quark mass m was reported in90, and has been used in estimating the NNLO branhing fration for theinlusive deay B ! Xs 91. Finally, one has to add the Bremsstrahlungontribution b ! sg to get the omplete deay rate, whih in O(�s) wasdone in 92 and in O(�2s) in 93.In the MS sheme, the NNLO branhing ratio for E > 1:6 GeV isalulated as 91:B(B ! Xs)SM = (3:15� 0:23)� 10�4 : (26)This amounts to a theoretial preision of about 8%, omparable to theurrent experimental preision 7B(B ! Xs)Expt: = (3:55� 0:24+0:09�0:10 � 0:03)� 10�4 : (27)A omparison of the two shows that the SM estimate is in agreement withdata though the SM entral value lies below the experiment by about 1�.This allows for speulations about a beyond-the-SM ontribution interferingonstrutively with the SM amplitude. A ase in point is a 2Higgs doubletmodel (2HDM); the preferred value is mH+ ' 650 GeV with a 95% C.L.lower bound mH+ > 295 GeV. However, more onservatively, the proximityof B(B ! Xs) in the SM and experiment puts bounds on the parametersharaterizing new physis. This has been worked out, together with otheronstraints, in the ontext of supersymmetry 94.The urrent (NNLO) theoretial preision on B(B ! Xs) has also beeninvestigated in the ontext of SCET using a multi-sale OPE involving threelow energy sales: mb, pmb� and � = mb � 2E0, where E0 is the lowerut on the photon energy. Large logarithms assoiated with these sales aresummed at NLL order. The sensitivity to the sale � introdues additionalunertainties. Taking this into aount, Beher and Neubert 95 estimateB(B ! Xs) = (2:98� 0:26)� 10�4, whih inreases the departure of theSM from data to about 1:4�.4.2. B ! Xs`+`�: SM vs. ExperimentsTo study the deays B ! Xs`+`�, one has to extend the operator basis inthe e�etive Lagrangian (23) by adding two semileptoni operators 96:Q9 = e216�2 (�s � b)V�A (�̀� `) ; Q10 = e216�2 (�s � b)V�A (�̀�5 `) :



16The orresponding Wilson oeÆients C9(�) and C10(�) have the followingperturbative expansion:C9 = 4��s(�)C(�1)9 (�) + C(0)9 (�) + �s(�)4� C(1)9 (�) + :::C10 = C(0)10 + �s(MW )4� C(1)10 + ::: : (28)After an expansion in �s, the term C(�1)9 (�) reprodues the dominant partof the eletroweak logarithms that originate from photoni penguins withharm quark loops:4��s(mb)C(�1)9 (mb) = 49 lnM2Wm2b +O(�s) ; (29)leading to 4��s(mb)C(�1)9 (mb) ' 2. With C(0)9 (mb) ' 2:2, one needs toalulate in the NNLO auray. The NNLO alulation of the deayB ! Xsl+l� orresponds to the NLO alulation of B ! Xs, as faras the number of loops in the diagrams is onerned.The proess B ! Xs`+`� di�ers greatly from the radiative deayB ! Xs as far as non-perturbative ontributions are onerned. Thelargest e�et in B ! Xs`+`� from the intermediate � states omes fromthe resonanes J= ,  0 and  00 deaying to `+`�, whih an be eithermodeled, for example, as done by Kr�uger and Sehgal 97 using dispersionrelations and data on �(e+e� ! � ! hadrons), or else experimental utsare imposed on q2 to remove the resonant regions and the short-distaneontribution is extrapolated through these uts. Then, there are fatoriz-able 1=m and 1=mb power orretions, similar to those in B ! Xs, whihan be alulated using the OPE and HQET. As is the ase for B ! Xsand B ! Xu`�`, there are no 1=mb orretions. The O(1=m2b) orretionsin this framework were alulated �rst in 98 and orreted in 99. TheO(1=m3b) orretions were alulated in 100. The 1=m fatorizable powerorretions were alulated in 101.Inluding the leading power orretions in 1=mb and 1=m and takinginto aount various parametri unertainties, the branhing ratios for thedeays B ! Xs`+`� in NNLO are 102:B(B ! Xse+e�)SM ' B(B ! Xs�+��)SM = (4:2� 0:7)� 10�6 ; (30)where a dilepton invariant mass ut, m`` > 0:2 GeV, has been assumed foromparison with data given below. These estimates make use of the NNLOalulation by Asatryan et al. 103, restrited to ŝ � q2=m2b < 0:25. The



17spetrum for ŝ > 0:25 has been obtained from the NLO alulations usingthe sale �b ' mb=2, as this hoie of the sale redues the NNLO ontri-butions. Subsequent NNLO alulations overed the entire dilepton massspetrum and are numerially in agreement with this proedure, yieldingB(B ! Xs�+��)SM = (4:6 � 0:8) � 10�6 104; 105 . The di�erene in theentral values in these results and (30) is of parametri origin.The BABAR and BELLE ollaborations have measured the invariantdilepton and hadron mass spetra in B ! Xs`+`�. Using the SM-basedalulations to extrapolate through the ut-regions, the urrent averages ofthe branhing ratios are 7:B(B ! Xse+e�) = (4:7� 1:3)� 10�6;B(B ! Xs�+��) = (4:3+1:3�1:2)� 10�6 ;B(B ! Xs`+`�) = (4:5+1:03�1:01)� 10�6: (31)Thus, within the urrent experimental auray, whih is typially 25%,data and the SM agree with eah other in the b ! s eletroweak pen-guins. The low q2-region (say, q2 < 8 GeV2), whih allows the most preiseomparison with the SM, su�ers both from the statistis and a ut on theinvariant hadroni mass reoiling against the dilepton. A ut mX > 2GeVand mX > 1; 8 GeV have been used by the BELLE and BABAR ollab-orations, respetively. The e�ets of these uts have been studied in theFermi-motion model 106, whih has been used in the experimental analysisof the data so far. Subsequently, the B ! Xs`+`� rate with an mX utin the low-q2 region has been alulated using the B ! Xs shape fun-tion 107. This work, whose impat on the analysis of the B ! Xs`+`�data has yet to be studied, redues some of the theoretial errors in theSM estimates given in eq. (30). In the same vein, it has also been reentlyargued 108 that the non-perturbative unertainties in the large-q2 region(q2 � 14 GeV2) an be signi�antly redued by normalizing the partialdeay width of B ! Xs`+`� with the orresponding partial width of thedeay B ! Xu`�`. With more data from the B fatories, these theoretialdevelopments will enable a more preise test of the SM in the B ! Xs`+`�deays.The measurements (27) and (31) provide valuable onstraints onbeyond-the-SM physis senarios. Following the earlier analysis to deter-mine the Wilson oeÆients in b! s transitions 109; 102; 110, it has beenreently argued 111 that data now disfavor solutions in whih the oeÆientCe�7 is similar in magnitude but opposite in sign to the SM oeÆient.Exlusive deays B ! (K;K�)`+`� (`� = e�; ��) have also been mea-



18sured by the BABAR and BELLE ollaborations, and the urrent worldaverages of the branhing ratios are 7:B(B ! K`+`�) = (3:9� 0:6)� 10�7;B(B ! K�e+e�) = (11:3+2:8�2:6)� 10�7 ;B(B ! K��+��) = (10:3+2:6�2:3)� 10�7 ; (32)B(B ! K�`+`�) = (9:4+1:7�1:6)� 10�7 : (33)They are also in agreement with the SM-based estimates of the same. Aalulation based on the light one QCD sum rules for the form fators 112yields 102: B(B ! K`+`�) = (3:5 � 1:2) � 10�7, B(B ! K�e+e�) =(15:8� 4:9)� 10�7, and B(B ! K��+��) = (11:9� 3:9)� 10�7 with theerrors dominated by unertainties on the form fators. In the future, theseerrors an be redued by using the data on B ! (�; �)`�` to determinethe B ! (�; �) form fators. This information an be ombined with es-timates of the SU(3)-symmetry breaking to determine the B ! (K;K�)form fators, enabling to predit the FCNC deay rates and spetra morepreisely. For the low invariant mass of the dileptons, say q2 < 8 GeV2, theSCET framework an be employed to redue the number of form fatorsand improve the perturbative aspets of these deays.The Forward-Bakward (FB) asymmetry in the deay B ! Xs`+`�,de�ned as 112�AFB(q2) = 1dB(B ! Xs`+`�)=dq2 Z 1�1 d os �` d2B(B ! Xs`+`�)dq2 d os �` sgn(os �`) ;provides additional onstraints on the Wilson oeÆients. In partiular,the loation of the zero-point of this asymmetry (alled below q20) is apreision tests of the SM. In NNLO, one has the following preditions for theinlusive deays B ! Xs`+`�: q20 = (3:90�0:25) GeV2 [(3:76�0:22theory�0:24mb) GeV2℄, obtained by Ghinulov et al. 113 [Asatrian et al. 114℄.In the SM (and its extensions in whih the operator basis remainsunhanged), the FB-asymmetry in B ! K`+`� is zero and in B !K�`+`� it depends on the deay form fators. Model-dependent stud-ies yield small form fator-related unertainties in the zero-point of theasymmetry ŝ0 = q20=m2B 115. HQET provides a symmetry argument whythe unertainty in ŝ0 an be expeted to be small whih is determinedby 116 Ceff9 (ŝ0) = � 2mbMB ŝ0Ceff7 . However, O(�s) orretions to the HQET-symmetry relations lead to substantial hange in the pro�le of the FB-asymmetry funtion as well as a signi�ant shift in ŝ0 117; 118. They havebeen worked out for B ! K�`+`� using SCET 119. Restriting ourselves



19to the kinemati region where the light K� meson moves fast and an beviewed approximately as a ollinear partile, a fatorization formula forthe deay amplitude of B ! K�`+`�, to leading power in 1=mb, has beenderived in SCET 119. This oinides formally with the formula obtainedearlier by Beneke et al. 117, using the QCD fatorization approah 120; 121,but is valid to all orders of �s:hK�a`+`�jHeff jBi = T Ia (q2)�a(q2) + (34)+X� Z 10 d!! �B�(!) Z 10 du �aK�(u)T IIa;�(!; u; q2) ;where a =k;? denotes the polarization of the K� meson. The funtions T Iaand T IIa;� are perturbatively alulable. �a(q2) are the soft form fators de-�ned in SCET while �B�(!) and �aK�(u) are the light-one distribution am-plitudes (LCDAs) for the B and K� mesons, respetively. In partiular, theloation of the zero of the forward-bakward asymmetry in B ! K�`+`�,q20 , an be predited more preisely in SCET due to the improved theoretialpreision on the sale dependene of q20 .Inluding the order �s orretions, the analysis in 119 estimates thezero-point of the FB asymmetry to beq20 = (4:07+0:16�0:13) GeV2 ; (35)of whih the sale-related unertainty is �(q20)sale =+0:08�0:05 GeV2 for therange mb=2 � �h � 2mb together with the jet funtion sale �l =p�h � 0:5 GeV. This is to be ompared with the result given in 118, alsoobtained in the absene of 1=mb orretions: q20 = (4:39+0:38�0:35) GeV2. Of thisthe largest single unertainty (about �0:25 GeV2) is attributed to the saledependene. The di�erene in the estimates of the sale dependene of q20in 119 and 118 is both due to the inorporation of the SCET logarithmi re-summation (done in 119) and the di�erent (sheme-dependent) de�nitionsof the e�etive form fators for the SCET urrents used in these referenes.Power orretions in 1=mb are probably omparable to the O(�s) orre-tions, as argued in 118. So far, q20 has not been measured experimentally.BELLE has published the �rst measurements 5; 122 of the forward-bakward asymmetry (FBA) 112. The best-�t results by BELLE for theWilson oeÆient ratios for negative value of C7, C9C7 = �15:3+3:4�4:8�1:1 andC10C7 = 10:3+5:2�3:5�1:8, are onsistent with the SM values C9=C7 ' �13:7 andC10=C7 ' +14:9, evaluated in the NLO approximation. However, for thepositive value of C7, the measurements lead to C9C7 = �16:3+3:7�3:7 � 1:1 andC10C7 = +11:1+6:0�3:9�1:8 and the two solutions are of omparable signi�ane.



20With more data at the urrent B fatories, and yet more antiipated at theLHC, these measurements are expeted to beome very preise, providinga preision test of the SM in the avor setor.4.3. B ! V : SM vs. ExperimentsThe deays B ! V  (V = K�; �; !) have been alulated in the NLOapproximation using the e�etive Lagrangian given in (23) and its ana-logue for b ! d transitions. Two dynamial approahes, namely the QCDFatorization 120 and pQCD 123 have been employed to establish fa-torization of the radiative deay amplitudes in the heavy-quark limit. Weillustrate the QCD-F method, where this fatorization is worked out for theB ! V  124; 125; 118; 126; 127; 128; 129 (see 130; 131 for phenomenolog-ial updates in NLO, and 132; 133 for the alternative \perturbative QCD"approah). In partiular, the matrix element of a given operator in thee�etive weak Hamiltonian an be written in the form
V  jQij �B� = FB!V? T Ii + Z d! du�B+(!)�V?(u)T IIi (!; u) : (36)The non-perturbative e�ets are ontained in FB!V? , the B ! V transi-tion form fator at q2 = 0, and in �B+ and �V?, the leading-twist LCDAsof the B- and V -mesons. The hard-sattering kernels T Ii and T IIi inludeonly short-distane e�ets and are alulable in perturbation theory. Con-tributions to the kernel T I are losely related to the virtual orretions tothe inlusive deay rate, and are referred to as vertex orretions. Those tothe kernel T II are related to parton exhange with the light quark in theB-meson, a mehanism ommonly referred to as hard spetator sattering.It is expeted that the fatorization formula is valid up to orretions ofO(�QCD=mb).The derivation of the fatorization formula from a two-step mathingproedure in SCET has provided additional insight into its struture. Thetehnial details for B ! V  in NLO have been provided in 134; 135. Inthe SCET approah the fatorization formula is written as
V  jQij �B� = �iCA�V? + pmBFfV?4 Z d! du�B+(!)�V?(u) tIIi (!; u) ;(37)where F and fV? are meson deay onstants. The SCET form fator �V? isrelated to the QCD form fator through perturbative and power orretions117; 136; 137; 138; 139; 140; 141. In SCET the perturbative hard-satteringkernels are the mathing oeÆients �iCA and tIIi . They are known om-pletely to next-to-leading order (NLO) (O(�s)) in renormalization-group



21(RG) improved perturbation theory 135. Reently, important steps to-wards a omplete analysis at the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)in B ! V  deays have been derived in 142 by obtaining full results forthe hard-sattering kernels for the dipole operators Q7 and Q8, and partialresults for Q1, valid in the large-�0 limit and negleting NNLO orretionsfrom spetator sattering. In addition, this work provides the virtual or-retions to this order for the B ! V  deays, as they an not be obtainedfrom the published alulations for the inlusive deay B ! Xs, disussedpreviously.In SCET the hard-sattering kernel tIIi for a given operator is sub-fatorized into the onvolution of a hard-oeÆient funtion with a uni-versal jet funtion, in the formtIIi (u; !) = Z 10 d��iCB1(�)j?(�; u; !) � �iCB1 ? j?: (38)The hard oeÆients �iCB1 ontain physis at the hard sale mb, whilethe jet funtion j? ontains physis at the hard-ollinear sale pmb�. Thehard oeÆient is identi�ed in a �rst step of mathing QCD! SCETI, andthe jet funtion in a seond step of mathing SCETI ! SCETII. Details inNLO have been worked out for B ! V  in 134; 135.The e�etive �eld-theory tehniques are ruial for providing a �eld-theoretial de�nition of the objets in (37), and for resumming large per-turbative logarithms of the ratio mb=�QCD in tIIi . In the e�etive-theoryapproah resummation is arried out by solving the renormalization-groupequations for the mathing oeÆients �iCB1. Sine these oeÆients enterthe fatorization formula in a onvolution with the jet funtion j?, theiranomalous dimension is a distribution in the variables � and u. The evolu-tion equations must be solved before performing the onvolution with j?.Therefore, resummation is not possible in the original QCD fatorizationformula (36), where the hard-sattering kernels T IIi are obtained only afterthis onvolution has been arried out.Using the SCET framework, the branhing ratios in the NNLO are asfollows 142: BNNLO(B0 ! K�0) ' (4:3� 1:4)� 10�5 ;BNNLO(B� ! K��) ' (4:6� 1:4)� 10�5 ;BNNLO(B0s ! �) ' (4:3� 1:4)� 10�5 :It should be noted that, very muh like the B ! Xs ase, the ompleteNNLO alulations for the virtual orretions to the matrix element of



22the operator O1 in B ! K� are not yet at hand. In addition, the hardspetator orretions from this operator are alulated only in NLO. In theNNLO branhing ratios quoted above, the errors are inreased to take thesemissing piees into aount.The above theoretial branhing ratios, ompared with the urrent ex-perimental measurements 6; 7, yield the following results 142:BNNLO(B0 ! K�0)BExpt(B0 ! K�0) = 1:1� 0:35� 0:06;BNNLO(B� ! K��)BExpt(B� ! K��) = 1:1� 0:35� 0:07;BNNLO(B0s ! �)BExpt(B0s ! �) = 0:8� 0:2� 0:3 :The deays B ! (�; !) involve in addition to the (short-distane)penguin amplitude also signi�ant long-distane ontributions, in partiu-lar in the deays B� ! ��. In the fatorization approximation, typialAnnihilation-to-Penguin amplitude ratio is estimated as 143: �A(��) =0:30� 0:07. O(�s) orretions to the annihilation amplitude in B ! � arenot known; also the proof of fatorization of this amplitude is still not athand. The annihilation ontribution to the deays B0 ! �0 and B0 ! !is expeted to be suppressed (relative to the orresponding amplitude inB� ! ��) due to the eletri harges (Qd=Qu = �1=2) and the olorfators, and the orresponding A=P ratio for these deays is estimated as�A(�0) ' ��A(!) ' 0:05.The deay amplitudes for B ! (�; !) depend on the CKM matrixelements V �tdVtb (from the penguin diagrams) and V �ubVud (from the an-nihilation diagrams). Hene, these deays provide potentially very power-ful onstraints on the CKM parameters, �� and ��. Sine a large numberof observables an be measured in these deays, suh as the individualbranhing ratios for B� ! �� and B0 ! (�0; !), isospin- and SU(3)-violating asymmetries in the deay rates, and diret and time-dependentCP asymmetries, they have been studied theoretially in a number of pa-pers 124; 125; 127; 128; 130; 131; 144. Experimentally, a beginning has beenmade in the measurements of the b ! d transition through the measure-ments of the branhing ratios for B ! (�; !), reported by BABAR andBELLE. Current measurements are not very preise, as an be seen fromthe urrent world averages 7 (in units of 10�6): B(B� ! ��) = 0:96�0:23,B(B0 ! �0) = 0:77 � 0:14 and B(B0 ! !) = 0:41 � 0:15. In addition,theoretial estimates su�er from large hadroni unertainties, dominated



23by the impreise knowledge of the form fators. Hene, the resulting on-straints on the CKM parameters are not very quantitative. Theoretialunertainties are greatly redued in the ratios of the branhing ratios in-volving the deays B ! (�; !) and B ! K�. Calling the ratios of thebranhing ratios R�(�=K�) and R0(�=K�), for the deays of the B�and B0 mesons, respetively, one has 124R�(�=K�) = ����VtdVts ����2 (M2B �M2� )3(M2B �M2K�)3 �2(1 + �R�(��A ; ��; ��)) ; (39)R0(�=K�) = 12 ����VtdVts ����2 (M2B �M2� )3(M2B �M2K�)3 �2(1 + �R0(�0A; ��; ��)) ;where � = T �1 (0)=TK�1 (0), with T �1 (0) and TK�1 (0) being the transitionform fators evaluated at q2 = 0 in the deays B ! � and B ! K�,respetively. The funtions �R�(��A ; ��; ��) and �R0(�0A; ��; ��), appearing onthe r.h.s. of the above equations enode both the O(�s) ontribution tothe penguin amplitudes and annihilation ontributions, with the latter es-timated so far only in the lowest order. They have a non-trivial depen-dene on the CKM parameters �� and �� 124; 125. Theoretial unertainty inthe evaluation of the ratios R�(�=K�) and R0(�=K�) is dominatedby the error on the quantity �, and to some extent also by the errorson the parameters ��A and �0A, haraterizing the annihilation/penguin ra-tios. In the SU(3) limit � = 1; SU(3)-breaking orretions have been al-ulated in several approahes, inluding the QCD sum rules and LattieQCD. With the urrent values for the ratios R�(�=K�) = 0:032� 0:008,R0(�=K�) = 0:039� 0:007 and R0(!=K�) = 0:021� 0:007, the ur-rent world average of jVtd=Vtsj from the ratio of B ! (�; !) and B ! K�is 145: jVtd=Vtsj = 0:194+0:015�0:014(exp)� 0:014(th) ; (40)where the Light-one QCD sum rules 131 have been used to estimate thehadroni input quantities. This determination is ompatible with the onefrom the mass di�erene ratio �MBs=�MBd given in eq. (22), but lesspreise.5. B !M1M2 DeaysExlusive non-leptoni deays are the hardest nuts to rak in the theoryof B-deays. Basially, there are four di�erent theoretial approahes toalulate and/or parameterize the hadroni matrix elements in B !M1M2deays:



24(1) SU(2)/SU(3) symmetries and phenomenologial Ansaetze146; 147; 148; 149(2) Dynamial approahes based on perturbative QCD, suh as the QCDFatorization 120 and the ompeting pQCD approah 123.(3) Charming Penguins 150 using the renormalization group invarianttopologial approah of Buras and Silvestrini 151.(4) Soft Collinear E�etive Theory (SCET) 43; 44; 45; 46, whih we havealready disussed in the ontext of radiative and semileptoni deays.These approahes will be disussed on the example of the B ! ��and B ! K� deays for whih now there exist enough data to extratthe underlying dynamial parameters. Prior to this, however, we disussthe measurements of the angle � (or �1) from the experiments at the B-fatories.5.1. Interplay of Mixing and Deays of B0- and�B0-Mesons to CP EigenstatesWe start with the disussion of the transition b! �s, whih is dominatedby the tree topology. The time-dependent CP asymmetry in the deaysB0 ! f and �B0 ! f , where f is a CP eigenstate, suh as J= Ks andJ= KL, is de�ned as:Af (t) = �[ �B0(t)! f ℄� �[B0(t)! f ℄�[ �B0(t)! f ℄ + �[B0(t)! f ℄ : (41)The time evolution of the two avor eigenstates B0 and �B0 is determinedby (2 � 2) Hermitian matries M and �. The physial states (with de�-nite masses and lifetimes) are the linear ombinations of B0 and �B0, withjBd(L;H)i = pjB0i�qj �B0i, dependent on two omplex parameters p and q.De�ning the deay amplitudes A(f) � hf jH jB0i and �A(f) � hf jH j �B0i ofthe B0- and �B0-mesons into the �nal state f , the time-dependent CP asym-metry is determined by the quantity �f , involving the interplay of mixingand deay amplitudes:�f = qp �(f); �(f) = �A(f)A(f) : (42)For the B0d - �B0d mixing, the ratio q=p involves the phase � (or �1), whihis one of the angles of the unitarity triangle:qp = V �tbVtdVtbV �td = e�2i�mixing = e�2i� : (43)



25The time dependent CP asymmetry (41) is then expressed asAf (t) = Cf os(�MBdt) + Sf sin(�MBdt); (44)where �MBd = (0:507 � 0:005) ps�1 is the mass di�erene between theheavy and light B0d-meson mass eigenstates and the di�erene in the deaywidths ��Bd has been negleted. The quantities Cf and Sf , alled the di-ret and mixing-indued CP asymmetries, respetively, are de�ned in termsof the omplex variable �f as follows:Cf = 1� j�f j21 + j�f j2 ; Sf = 2Im�f1 + j�f j2 : (45)If the deays B0 ! f and �B0 ! f are dominated by a single amplitude, theratio �(f) = �f e�2i�deay , where �f = �1 is the CP parity of the state f ,is a pure phase fator and the asymmetries (45) redue to the expressions:Cf = 0; Sf = ��f sin 2(�mixing + �deay): (46)The deays B0= �B0 ! J= Ks; J= KL, and a number of related �nal stateswith f being  (2S)Ks, �Ks, �1Ks, and J= K�0(K�0 ! Ks�0) belong tothe ategory of gold plated deays 152. In all these modes, the diret CPasymmetry Cf , to a very high auray, vanishes, and the quantity Sf , themixing-indued CP asymmetry, measures sin(2�). Averaging over all thedeay hannels, the results of the BABAR and BELLE measurements areas follows 4:C = 0:049� 0:022� 0:017; S = 0:714� 0:032� 0:018; [BABAR℄ (47)C = �0:019� 0:025; S = 0:651� 0:034: [BELLE℄ (48)In the BABAR result, the �rst error is statistial and the seond is system-ati, while in the BELLE data both the errors have been ombined. Theurrent world average for Sf = sin(2�) for the quark transition b ! �sis 7: sin(2�) = 0:681� 0:025; (49)where the data from LEP and Tevatron have also been inluded. Restriting� in the range 0 � � � �=2, two possible values an be extrated � = (21:5�1:0)Æ and � = (68:5� 1:0)Æ. The two-fold ambiguity has now been resolvedby several os(2�) measurements, involving the Dalitz analysis of the deaymodes B0 ! D03�bodyh0, B0 ! Ks�+��, B0 ! KsK+K�, and the olderresults on B0 ! J= K�0, leading to the determination � = (21:5� 1:0)Æ.The diret measurement of sin(2�) in eq.(49) is to be ompared with theindiret estimate of the same, obtained from the �ts of the CKM unitarity



26triangle (UT). For this, the UT�t ollaboration 66 quotes sin(2�) = 0:739�0:044, obtained from the sides of the UT alone, and sin(2�) = 0:736 �0:042, by inluding also the CP-violating quantity �K in the K-deays. Theresults from the CKM�tter group 67 are similar. Thus, SM passes this testomfortably.Another key test of the SM in the avor setor is to ompare theCP-violating quantities Sf and Cf involving the penguin-topology dom-inated quark transitions b ! s�ss and b ! sd �d with the ones fromthe transition b ! �s, dominated by the tree topology and disussedquantitatively above. The point here is that penguin amplitudes may re-eive ontributions from New Physis. For example, new phases, presentgenerially in supersymmetri theories, may reveal themselves, leading toSf=�s 6= Sf=s�ss;sd �d. Examples of the �nal states indued by the transi-tion b ! s�ss are (�; �; �0;K �K)Ks, and the ones indued by the transi-tion b ! sd �d are K0s (�0; �0; !) (B0 ! �0Ks reeives ontributions fromboth the transitions). The urrent measurements of Sf = ��f sin(2�e�)from the penguin-dominated deays are 7: S�K0 = 0:39 � 0:17, S�0K0 =0:61�0:07, SKsKsKs = 0:58�0:20, S�0Ks = 0:38�0:19, S�0Ks = 0:61+0:25�0:27,S!Ks = 0:48 � 0:24, Sf0K0 = 0:84 � 0:07, SK+K�K0 = 0:73 � 0:10, andS�0�0Ks = �0:52�0:41. These measurements are not as preise as the onesfrom the b! �s deays due to the muh smaller branhing ratios (typially10�5) ompared to the deay B0 ! J= Ks. Also, they involve more thanone deay topologies. However, within (large) errors, the values of sin(2�e�)from the penguin-dominated transitions are onsistent with the value ofsin(2�) from the tree-dominated transition given above in eq.(49), withthe possible exeption of S�K0 , whih deviates by about 2�, and the poorlymeasured odd-man out S�0�0Ks . It seems that the fog on Sf in the penguin-dominated deays from the initial epoh of the B-fatory experiments haslargely evaporated, and the emerging ontours of CP asymmetries in thesedeays are very muh the same as predited by the SM.5.2. B ! ��: SM vs. ExperimentsThe determination of the phase � is based on the branhing ratios andCP asymmetries in the quark transition b ! u�ud. They metamorphise inthe deays B ! ��, B ! �� and B ! ��, apart from other �nal states.We onentrate here on the deay B ! ��, whih has reeived a lot oftheoretial attention.There are three dominant topologies in the B ! �� deays termed asTree (T), Penguin (P) and Color-suppressed (C). In addition, there are



27several other subdominant topologies whih will be negleted in the disus-sion below. Parametrization of the T, P, and C amplitudes is onvention-dependent. In the Gronau-Rosner -onvention 149, these amplitudes anbe represented asp2A+0 = �jT j eiÆT ei �1 + jC=T j ei�� ;A+� = �jT j eiÆT �ei + jP=T j eiÆ� ; (50)p2A00 = �jT j eiÆT �jC=T j ei� ei � jP=T j eiÆ� :The harged-onjugate amplitudes �Aij di�er by the replaement  ! �.The amplitudes (50) and the harged-onjugate ones obey the isospin rela-tions: A+0 = 1p2 A+� +A00; �A�0 = 1p2 �A+� + �A00: (51)There are 5 dynamial parameters jT j, r � jP=T j, Æ, jC=T j, �, withÆT = 0 assumed for the overall phase. Thus, the weak phase  an beextrated together with other quantities if the omplete set of experimentaldata on B ! �� deays is available.Table 1. Branhing ratios (in units of 10�6) and CP asymmetries in theB ! �� deaysB(B+ ! �+�0) = 5:59+0:41�0:40 ACP(�+�0) = 0:06� 0:05B(B0 ! �0�0) = 1:31� 0:21 ACP(�0�0) = 0:48+0:32�0:31B(B0 ! �+��) = 5:16� 0:22 CCP(�+��) = �0:38� 0:07SCP(�+��) = �0:61� 0:08The experimental branhing ratios and the diret CP asymmetriesACP(�0�0) and CCP(�+��), as well as the value of the oeÆientSCP(�+��) in time-dependent CP asymmetry, presented in Table 1, havebeen �tted to determine the various parameters (the diret CP asymme-try ACP(�+�0) is not relevant for this analysis but an be important indetermining the size of eletroweak ontribution in the deays onsidered).An updated analysis by Parkhomenko based on the paper 153 yields thefollowing values for the hadroni parameters:jP=T j = 0:473+0:060�0:055; Æ = (�40:2+6:8�4:7)Æ ; (52)jC=T j = 0:966+0:058�0:061; � = (�56:3+8:4�7:9)Æ;



28and for the CKM unitarity triangle angle  (or equivalently �) = �65:9+3:0�3:2�Æ ; � = � � � �  = �92:6+3:4�3:2�Æ : (53)Similar �ts based on their data have been performed by the BABAR andBELLE ollaborations resulting in slightly larger values: � = (96+10�6 )Æ(BABAR) and � = (97 � 11)Æ (BELLE). The overall �ts performed bythe CKM-Fitter and UT-Fit groups prefer slightly smaller values, yielding:� = (90:7+4:5�2:9)Æ 67 and � = (88:7 � 6:2)Æ 66, respetively. All the aboveestimates are in good agreement with eah other within the quoted errors,stating that the data on B ! �� (as well as the other deay modes B ! ��and B ! ��) are in agreement with the indiret estimate of the phase �from the unitarity triangle. The strong phases Æ and � in Eq.(52) ome outrather large. In partiular, they are muh larger than the preditions of theQCD-F approah 120, with pQCD 123 in better agreement with data, butneither of these approahes provides a good �t of the entire B ! �� data.Data on B ! �� deays are in agreement with the phenomenologialapproah of the so-alled harming penguins 154, and with the SCET-basedanalyses by Bauer et al. 155; 156 whih also attributes a dominant roleto the harming penguin amplitude. However, a proof of the fatorizationof the harming penguin amplitude in the SCET approah remains to beprovided. In addition, SCET makes a number of preditions in the B ! ��setor, suh as the branhing ratio B(B0 ! �0�0): 155B(B0 ! �0�0)����=64Æ= (1:3� 0:6)� 10�6 : (54)In ontrast, preditions of the QCD-F and pQCD approahes are rathersimilar: B(B0 ! �0�0) � 0:3� 10�6, in substantial disagreement with thedata.5.3. Present bounds on the phase  from B deaysThe lassi method for determining the phase  (or �3) 157; 158; 159; 160involves the interferene of the tree amplitudes b ! uW� ! u�s leadingto B� ! D0K� and b ! W� ! �us leading to B� ! D0K�. Theseamplitudes an interfere if D0 and D0 deay into a ommon hadroni �nalstate. Noting that the CP= �1 eigenstates D0� are linear ombinations ofthe D0 and D0 states: D0� = (D0 � D0)=p2, both branhes lead to thesame �nal states B� ! D0�K�. So, the ondition of CP interferometry isful�lled. The deays B� ! D0�K� are desribed by the amplitudes:A(B� ! D0�K�) = 1p2 hA(B� ! D0K�)�A(B� ! D0K�)i : (55)



29Sine, the weak phase of the b! u transition is  but the b!  transitionhas no phase, a measurement of the CP asymmetry through the interfereneof these two amplitudes yields . The four equations that will be used toextrat  are:R� � B(B� ! D0�K�) + B(B+ ! D0�K+)B(B� ! D0K�) + B(B+ ! D0K+) = 1 + r2DK � 2rDK os ÆDK os  ;(56)A� � B(B� ! D0�K�)� B(B+ ! D0�K+)B(B� ! D0�K�) + B(B+ ! D0�K+) = �2rDK sin ÆDK sin 1 + r2DK � 2rDK os ÆDK os  :Here, rDK is the ratio of the two tree amplitudes 161 rDK � jT1=T2j �(0:1� 0:2), with T1 and T2 being the CKM suppressed (b ! u) and CKMallowed (b ! ) amplitudes, respetively, and ÆDK is the relative strongphase between them. The onstrution of the �nal states involves avorand CP-tagging of the various D0 states, whih an be done, for example,through the deays D0+ ! �+��, D0� ! KS�0, and D0 ! K��+. Withthree unknowns (rDK; ÆDK; ), but four quantities whih will be measured,R� and A�, one has, in priniple, an over onstrained system.Experimentally, the quantities R� are measured through the ratios:R(K=�) � B(B� ! D0K�)B(B� ! D0��) ; R(K=�)� � B(B� ! D0�K�)B(B� ! D0���) :(57)With all three quantities R(K=�) and R(K=�)� measured, one andetermine R� = R(K=�)�=R(K=�). More useful deay modes to onstrutthe B ! DK triangle an be added to redue the statistial errors. Alongthese lines, Atwood and Soni 162 have advoated to also inlude the deaysof the vetor states in the analysis, suh as B� ! K��D0, B� ! K�D�0,and B� ! K��D�0, making use of the D�0 ! D0 and D�0 ! D0�0modes.Present measurements in the B ! DK and B ! D� deays by theBABAR and BELLE ollaborations yielding R� and A� for the DCPK�mode are summarized by HFAG 7:R+ = 1:09� 0:09 ; A+ = 0:26� 0:08 [BELLE;BABAR℄ ;R� = 0:90� 0:10 ; A� = �0:16� 0:09 [BELLE℄ :The orresponding quantities for the D�CPK� and DCPK�� are also givenby HFAG 7.A modi�ation of the Gronau-London-Wyler (GLW) method desribedabove has been suggested by Atwood, Dunietz and Soni (ADS), whereB� ! D0K� with D0 ! K+�� (or similar) and the harge onjugate



30deays are implied. BABAR and BELLE use the following de�nitions forthe quantities alled AADS and RADS, (the deay modes B� ! D0K�followed by D0 ! K+�� are used to exemplify the method)RADS � B(B� ! [K+��℄DK�) + B(B+ ! [K��+℄DK+)B(B� ! [K��+℄DK�) + B(B+ ! [K+��℄DK+) ; (58)AADS � B(B� ! [K+��℄DK�)� B(B+ ! [K��+℄DK+)B(B� ! [K+��℄DK�) + B(B+ ! [K��+℄DK+) :The urrent measurements of these observables are summarized by HFAG 7.In the analysis of data, usually the GLW and ADS methods are ombinedand a �2-�t is done to determine the pro�le of the phase .A variant of the B ! DK method of measuring  is to use the de-ays B� ! DK� followed by multi-body deays of the D-meson, suhas D0 ! KS���+, D0 ! KSK�K+ and D0 ! KS���+�0, in whiha binned Dalitz plot analysis of the deays D0=D0 ! KS���+ was pro-posed 160; 163. Assuming no CP asymmetry in D0 deays, the amplitudeof the B+ ! D0K+ ! (KS�+��)K+ an be written asM+ = f(m2+;m2�) + rDKei(+ÆDK)f(m2�;m2+) ; (59)wherem2+ andm2� are the squared invariant masses of theKS�+ andKS��ombinations in the D0 deay, and f is the omplex amplitude of the deayD0 ! KS�+��. The quantities rDK and ÆDK are the relative magnitudesand strong phases of the two amplitudes, already disussed earlier. Theamplitude for the harge onjugate B� deay isM� = f(m2�;m2+) + rDKei(�+ÆDK )f(m2+;m2�) : (60)One the funtional form of f is �xed by a hoie of a model for D0 !KS�+�� deay, the Dalitz distribution for B+ and B� deays an be �t-ted simultaneously by the expressions forM+ andM�, with rDK , ÆDK and (or �3) as free parameters. The model-dependene ould be removed bya binned Dalitz distribution 163. This is usually alled the GGSZ method,and has been used to determine . The ombined �t of both of these meth-ods by CKM�tter 67 yields  = (76:8+30:4�31:5)Æ, to be ompared with theiroverall �t from the CKM unitarity  = (67:6+2:8�4:5)Æ. The orresponding �tby the UT�t group 66 yields  = (67 � 7)Æ. Thus, we see that within theurrent experimental error of the diret measurements, whih is quite large,also the phase  is ompatible with its indiret estimates in the SM. Theexperimental preision will greatly improve at the LHC, in partiular, byusing 2-body Bs-deays.



315.4. B ! K�: SM vs. ExperimentsWe now disuss the deays B ! K�. First, we note that the diret CP-asymmetry in the B ! K� deays has now been measured by the BABAR,BELLE and CDF ollaborations:ACP(�+K�) = 8<: (�10:7� 1:8+0:7�0:4)% [BABAR℄;(�9:3� 1:8� 0:8)% [BELLE℄;(�8:6� 2:3� 0:9)% [CDF℄; (61)to be ompared with the preditions of the two fatorization-based ap-proahes:ACP(�+K�) = (�12:9��21:9)%[pQCD℄ 123 and ACP(�+K�) =(�5:4�+13:6)%[QCD� F℄ 120, with the latter falling short of a satisfa-tory desription of data.The harged and neutral B ! �K deays have reeived a lot of theoret-ial attention. In partiular, many ratios involving these deays have beenproposed to test the SM 165; 166; 167; 168 and extrat useful bounds onthe angle , starting from the Fleisher-Mannel bound 165:sin2  � R � �B+�B0d B(B0d ! ��K+) + B( �B0d ! �+K�)B(B+ ! �+K0) + B(B� ! �� �K0) : (62)The urrent experimental average R = 0:899�0:049 allows to put a bound: < 92Æ (at 95% C.L.). This is in agreement with the determination of from the B ! �� and B ! D(�)K(�) deays given earlier and the indiretunitarity onstraints. Thus, both R and ACP(�+K�) are in agreement withthe SM. The same is the situation with the Lipkin sum rule 167:RL � 2 �(B+ ! K+�0) + �(B0 ! K0�0)�(B+ ! K0�+) + �(B0 ! K+��) = 1 +O(PEW + TP )2 ; (63)implying signi�ant eletroweak penguin ontribution in ase RL deviatessigni�antly from unit. With the urrent experimental averageRL = 1:071�0:049, this is obviously not the ase. This leaves then the two other ratios Rand Rn involving the B ! �K deays of B� and B0 mesons:R � 2 B(B� ! �0K�)B(B� ! ��K0) ; Rn � 12 B(B0d ! ��K�)B(B0d ! �0K0) : (64)Their experimental values R = 1:117� 0:071 and Rn = 0:980� 0:067 areto be ompared with the urrent SM-based estimates 164 R = 1:14� 0:05and Rn = 1:11+0:04�0:05. This implies R(SM) � R(Exp) = 0:02 � 0:09 andRn(SM)�Rn(Exp) = 0:13� 0:08. Possible deviations from the SM, if on-�rmed, would imply new physis, advoated in this ontext, in partiular,



32by Yoshikawa 169, Beneke and Neubert 170 and Buras et al. 164. How-ever, as of now, one has to onlude that SM is in agreement with themeasurements of both R and Rn.Finally, a bound on B(B0 ! K0K0) based on SU(3) and B ! ��data, obtained reently by Fleisher and Reksiegel 171, yielding B(B0 !K0 �K0) < 1:5�10�6 is well satis�ed by the urrent world average 7 B(B0 !K0 �K0) = (0:96+0:21�0:19)� 10�6.6. B0s Physis: Eldorado for the Tevatron and the LHCThe main goal of b physis at the hadron olliders Tevatron and the LHC isto hart out the physis of the B0s and B� mesons and of the b-baryons. Theurrent information on the spetrosopi and deay harateristis of thesehadrons is still very muh in the oÆng, though learly the two Tevatronexperiments have made some inisive inroads in these otherwise unhartedterritories. Despite the overwhelming performane of the B fatory exper-iments, there still remain a few landmark measurements to be arried outinvolving B0d and B� mesons. These inlude, preise measurements of theCP asymmetries in the penguin-dominated exlusive deays, quantitativedeterminations of the Wilson oeÆients in the e�etive theory for weakdeays (C7; C8; C9; C10), whih will be made possible by the preise mea-surements of the radiative and semileptoni deays B ! (Xs;K�) andB ! (Xs;K;K�)`+`�. It is hallenging to measure the inlusive deays atthe LHC, but ertainly exlusive deays will be well measured.In this setion, a brief list of some seleted b physis topis to be studiedat the LHC is given and disussed.� B0s - B0s Mixing.Apart from the preise measurement of �MBs = (17:77 � 0:10 � 0:07)(ps)�1 by the CDF ollaboration, there are two other quantities still tobe measured in this omplex: Lifetime di�erene ��Bs and the phase �s.These quantities have been alulated to a high preision in the SM 172. Areent update of this work yields 71��Bs�MBs = (49:7� 9:4)� 10�4; ��Bs = (0:096� 0:039)(ps)�1;�s = (4:2� 1:4)� 10�3 = 0:24Æ � 0:08Æ : (65)The urrent measurements of these quantities from the D0 ollaborationare 173 ��Bs = (0:12+0:08�0:10 � 0:02)(ps)�1 (assuming �s = 0) ; (66)



33and ��Bs = (0:17� 0:09� 0:02)(ps)�1 ;�s = �0:79� 0:56+0:14�0:01 : (67)The orresponding measurement (assuming �s = 0) for ��Bs from CDFis 174 ��Bs = (0:076+0:059�0:063�0:006) (ps)�1, where the �rst error is statisti-al and the seond systemati. At the LHCb 12, one antiipates a statistialsensitivity of �(sin�s) � 0:031 and �(��s=�s) � 0:011, assuming an in-tegrated luminosity of 2 (fb)�1 and using the deay Bs ! J= �. Thissensitivity will be improved by aumulating more data and adding the CPmodes Bs ! J= � and the pure CP modes Bs ! J= � and Bs ! J= �0.The ATLAS and CMS sensitivities on �s are expeted to be somewhatworse by typially a fator 2. Thus, experiments at the LHC will be ableto test the SM estimates for both the quantities ��Bs and �s.� Preise measurement of the phase .At the LHC one an ombine the methods of determining the phase already in use at the B fatories involving the deays B+ ! D(�)K+ andB0 ! DK(�), with the deay B0s ! DsK. In addition, one an use theU-spin symmetry arguments advoated, in partiular, by Fleisher 175, toombine data from the deays B0d ! �+�� and B0s ! K+K� to onstrain. An eduated guess 176 is that a sensitivity �() ' 4Æ with 2 (fb)�1 ofdata is reahable at the LHCb, improving to �() ' 2:4Æ with 10 (fb)�1.This will result in an order of magnitude improvement over the urrentpreision on this phase. Modest improvements are also antiipated for theother two phases � and � at the LHC.� Leptoni deay B0s ! �+��New and improved upper limits have been presented by the CDF 177 andD0 178 ollaborations for the deays B0s ! �+�� and B0d ! �+��. Theyare as follows (at 95% C.L.)B(B0s ! �+��) < 9:3 [5:8℄� 10�8 D0[CDF℄ ;B(B0d ! �+��) < 1:8� 10�8 [CDF℄: (68)The CDF and DO upper limits have been ombined to yield 5 B(B0s !�+��) < 4:5 � 10�8, to be ompared with the SM preditions 179B(B0s ! �+��) = 3:4 � 10�9 and B(B0d ! �+��) = 1:0 � 10�10 with�15% theoretial unertainty. Hene, urrently there is no sensitivity forthe SM deay rate. However, as the leptoni branhing ratios probe theHiggs setor in beyond-the-SM senarios, suh as supersymmetry, and they



34depend sensitively on tan�, the Tevatron upper limit on B(B0s ! �+��)probes the large tan� parameter spae, though the preise onstraints aremodel dependent 180; 181. At the LHC, the two main ollider experimentsATLAS and CMS will reah the SM sensitivity, ertainly with the higherLHC luminosity, LLHC = 1034 m�2 s�1, as the deay B0s ! �+�� remainstriggerable with the high luminosity.� Charmless non-leptoni Bs ! h1h2 deays.The experimental program to study non-leptoni deays B0s ! h1h2has started (here h1;2 stand for harmless light vetor or pseudosalarmesons) with �rst measurements for the branhing ratios B0s ! K+�� andB0s ! K+K� made available reently by the CDF ollaboration 9; 10. Re-markably, the �rst diret CP asymmetry involving the deay B0s ! K+��and its CP onjugate mode reported by CDF is found to be large, withACP(B0s ! K+��) = (39 � 15 � 8)%. This large CP asymmetry waspredited by Lipkin 182 based on SU(3) symmetry arguments. This al-ready tests various dynamial models, suh as QCDF 183, SCET 184 andpQCD 185. With the ongoing b-physis program at the Tevatron, but, inpartiular, with the onset of the LHC, we expet a wealth of data involvingthe deays of the hitherto less studied B0s meson. The harmless B0s ! h1h2deays are also important for the CP asymmetry studies and the determi-nation of the inner angles of the unitarity triangle. As already stated, anumber of harmless deays B0s ! h1h2 an be related to the B0d ! h1h2deays using SU(3) (or U-spin) symmetry, and hene data on these de-ays an be ombined to test the underlying standard model and searh forphysis beyond the SM under less (dynamial) model-dependent onditions.Antiipating the experimental developments, many studies have been de-voted to the interesting harmless B0s ! h1h2 deays, waiting to be testedat the LHC.7. Summary and OutlookSummarizing, dediated experiments arried out over several deades om-bined with progress in theoretial tehniques embedded in QCD have en-abled a preise determination of the CKM matrix elements. The knowledgeof the third row and the third olumn of VCKM has ome from b-physis,whih we disussed at length in this review. Of these, preise determina-tion of Vb and Vub required good ontrol over the perturbative and non-perturbative aspets of QCD. The urrent preision on the diret deter-mination of Vtb from the deay t ! bW is limited by statistis and this



35will vastly improve from the top quark studies at the LHC and later at theILC. The determination of Vts and Vtd require not only preise knowledge ofQCD in b deays but impliitly also the assumption of the CKM unitarity,as they are determined from the loop-indued b! s and b! d transitions.Their urrent best measurement is through the mass di�erenes �MBs and�MBd , and the preision on these matrix elements (typially 10%) is om-pletely dominated by theory. A omplementary determination of Vtd andVts is also at hand from the radiative penguin transitions b ! (d; s) andthe exlusive deays B ! (K�; �; !), but the urrent preision is limitedby both experimental statistis and non-perturbative aspets of QCD, suhas the transition form fators in exlusive deays. This surely will improveover the next several years.Experiments have also �rmly established the phenomenon of CP vi-olation in the K and B meson setors. The various CP asymmetries inthese deays are found ompatible with eah other and, with some helpfrom QCD, have a onsistent interpretation in terms of the single om-plex phase of the CKM matrix. Again, in priniple, there is ample roomalso for beyond-the-SM weak phases, whih would lead to very di�erentpatterns of CP asymmetries in the tree-dominated versus loop-dominatedtransitions. This has not been borne out by experiments at the B fatories.While the urrent data is not equivoal on all the deay hannels, and thedynamial aspets of not all the measured B-meson deays are quantita-tively understood, the experimental ase for the extra weak-phases is ratherweak. Ongoing experiments at the B fatories are expeted to signi�antlyredue the errors on the quantities Sf and Cf in penguin-dominated deaysto settle the issue of new weak phases in B deays.From the foregoing one has to tentatively onlude that the CKMparadigm is now �rmly established as the dominant mehanism of avortransitions in the quark setor. Whether future experiments, suh as at theLHC and (Super) B fatories, will fore us to modify this paradigm remainsto be seen. We expet on theoretial grounds that there is New Physis,probably just around the orner, to solve the outstanding issue of the gaugehierarhy. The resolution of this problem together with the uni�ation ofthe gauge ouplings and the searh of viable andidate(s) for dark matterrequires a TeV sale New Physis. Assuming that supersymmetry is themost viable andidate for the impending New Physis to be disovered byexperiments at the LHC, the entral issue in the LHC era would be to pindown the underlying avor aspets of this theory. However, if the urrentexperimental trend is any indiator, then very likely the New Physis will
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